
Detailed Regulations of Representative Election 

(Drift) 

Article 1 

These detailed regulations are based on Regulations of Representative Election of this juridical 

person and set up necessary articles relating conducting Representatives Election. 

 

(Candidacy Notification Form ) 

Article 2 

Following items are shown on Candidacy Notification Form. 

(1)Electoral zone of the candidate 

(2)Name of the candidate 

(3)Date of birth of the candidate 

(4)Candidate’s ID number of Japan Geoscience Union 

(5)Affiliation of the candidate belongs to 

(6)Address of organization the candidate belongs to 

(7)Contact address of the candidate (Telephone Number, E-mail address) 

(8)Aspiration of the candidate (around 200 one-byte characters) 

 

(Candidacy Recommendation Form) 

Article 3 

Following items are shown on Candidacy Recommendation From. 

(1)Electoral zone of the candidate 

(2)Name of the candidate 

(3)Date of birth of the candidate 

(4)Candidate’s ID number of Japan Geoscience Union 

(5)Acceptance of recommendation by the candidate 

(6)Affiliation the candidate belongs to 

(7)Address of organization the candidate belongs to 

(8)Contact address of the candidate (Telephone Number, E-mail address) 

(9)Name of recommenders (more than one regular members) 

(10)Head recommender’s ID number (When there is more than one) 

(11)Contact address of Head recommender (When there is more than one) 

(Telephone Number, E-mail address) 

(12)Comments of Recommendation (around 200 one-byte characters) 

 



(Candidates List) 

Article 4 

Board of Elections makes Candidates List and put on the website by 7 days before the previous day 

of the start of election. 

 

（Invalidity） 

Article 5 

Following votes are invalid. 

(1)Votes not going along the predefined procedure 

(2)Votes non-candidates’ names are written on 

(3)Votes more than 6 candidates are written on 

(4)Vote unnecessary items except for occupation, status and address and honorific title are written 

on 

(5)Votes voters can’t be identified 

 

(Determination of Successful candidates) 

Article 6 

Candidates become elected in the order or number of votes up to the fixed number. 

When the number of votes is the same, younger one is elected. 

2. When successful candidates die, cancel the membership or step down or resign from his or her 

position within 60 days from the day he or she is elected and start of his or her term, the runner-up 

becomes the representative. 

3. The number of representatives doesn’t exceed the fixed number, election is not conducted and 

candidates become successful automatically. When the number of representatives doesn’t reach the 

fixed number, by-election is called. 

 

Supplementary provision 

(1) These regulations are enforced dating back to when this juridical person is established. 

(2) These regulations are amended on 19th December 2013 

 


